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Construction resumes on Grand Phnom Penh CityConstruction resumes on Grand Phnom Penh City

Chip Mong Land on Monday officially resumed development of the Grand Phnom Penh City inChip Mong Land on Monday officially resumed development of the Grand Phnom Penh City in
pursuit of its vision to transform it into Cambodia’s most luxurious satellite town.pursuit of its vision to transform it into Cambodia’s most luxurious satellite town.

Formerly the Grand Phnom Penh International City, Chip Mong Land obtained full rights to theFormerly the Grand Phnom Penh International City, Chip Mong Land obtained full rights to the
project after it acquired the previous developer Grand Phnom Penh International City Co Ltd forproject after it acquired the previous developer Grand Phnom Penh International City Co Ltd for
an undisclosed amount in October.an undisclosed amount in October.

Grand Phnom Penh City is a large satellite town development located in northern Phnom PenhGrand Phnom Penh City is a large satellite town development located in northern Phnom Penh
on 260ha in Sen Sok district’s Khmuonh commune.on 260ha in Sen Sok district’s Khmuonh commune.
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Chip Mong Land on Monday held a ceremony marking resumed development of the Grand Phnom Penh City.Chip Mong Land on Monday held a ceremony marking resumed development of the Grand Phnom Penh City.
Photo suppliedPhoto supplied
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Abandoned for years, the project was originally a joint venture between local firm YLP Group CoAbandoned for years, the project was originally a joint venture between local firm YLP Group Co
Ltd and Indonesia’s Ciputra Group with investment capital of $600 million.Ltd and Indonesia’s Ciputra Group with investment capital of $600 million.

Chip Mong Land is a subsidiary of the conglomerate Chip Mong Group which operates inChip Mong Land is a subsidiary of the conglomerate Chip Mong Group which operates in
sectors such as brewery, cement manufacturing, construction equipment, commercial buildingssectors such as brewery, cement manufacturing, construction equipment, commercial buildings
and banking.and banking.

Chip Mong Land CEO Leang Henry on Monday said the company had had its hands full sinceChip Mong Land CEO Leang Henry on Monday said the company had had its hands full since
October as it worked with teams of local and foreign engineers and architects to devise anOctober as it worked with teams of local and foreign engineers and architects to devise an
innovative master plan, while developing new and upgrading existing infrastructure systems.innovative master plan, while developing new and upgrading existing infrastructure systems.

“The company intends to transform the Grand Phnom Penh satellite city into a first-tier green“The company intends to transform the Grand Phnom Penh satellite city into a first-tier green
town with lively homes, and commercial and shopping centres.town with lively homes, and commercial and shopping centres.

“Grand Phnom Penh City will be like a mini city within the capital – a budding oasis in Phnom“Grand Phnom Penh City will be like a mini city within the capital – a budding oasis in Phnom
Penh,” said Henry.Penh,” said Henry.

Construction will be divided into phases, with the first phase being built on 50ha, he saidConstruction will be divided into phases, with the first phase being built on 50ha, he said
without disclosing the cost of the development.without disclosing the cost of the development.

“Whatever the situation, we will continue to build the highest quality housing. We won’t take“Whatever the situation, we will continue to build the highest quality housing. We won’t take
shortcuts to merely put up makeshift units for sale,” he said, noting that this is Chip Mong Land’sshortcuts to merely put up makeshift units for sale,” he said, noting that this is Chip Mong Land’s
eighth project.eighth project.

In a press release, Chip Mong Land said it will build an unprecedented new style of luxuryIn a press release, Chip Mong Land said it will build an unprecedented new style of luxury
housing to meet its clients’ needs.housing to meet its clients’ needs.

The project will provide extensive amenities, including commercial centres, sports facilities andThe project will provide extensive amenities, including commercial centres, sports facilities and
the Grand Phnom Penh Golf Course to promise its residents a comfortable lifestyle, it said.the Grand Phnom Penh Golf Course to promise its residents a comfortable lifestyle, it said.

Keller Williams (KW) Sen Sok regional operation principal and Sam Sn Realty Co Ltd presidentKeller Williams (KW) Sen Sok regional operation principal and Sam Sn Realty Co Ltd president
Sam Soknoeun told The Post that the project will gradually become Sen Sok district’s best realSam Soknoeun told The Post that the project will gradually become Sen Sok district’s best real
estate market.estate market.

He said improvement in infrastructure has led to a steady rise in property prices in the area.He said improvement in infrastructure has led to a steady rise in property prices in the area.
Land adjacent to Grant Phnom Penh City can cost between $350 and $800 per sqm.Land adjacent to Grant Phnom Penh City can cost between $350 and $800 per sqm.

“Grand Phnom Penh City has become the ideal location for luxury and high-end housing in Sen“Grand Phnom Penh City has become the ideal location for luxury and high-end housing in Sen
Sok district, and will offer a diverse range of services in the future,” said Soknoeun.Sok district, and will offer a diverse range of services in the future,” said Soknoeun.

He said the site’s potential will translate into short-term success for the project, as Chip MongHe said the site’s potential will translate into short-term success for the project, as Chip Mong
Land plans to launch units for sale in July.Land plans to launch units for sale in July.
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Delta spreading in KingdomDelta spreading in Kingdom

Cambodia has so far detected more than 200 casesCambodia has so far detected more than 200 cases
of the highly contagious coronavirus Delta variant,of the highly contagious coronavirus Delta variant,
with 109 found on July 31 and August 1. Thewith 109 found on July 31 and August 1. The
Ministry of Health has expressed deep concernsMinistry of Health has expressed deep concerns
th t th i t h l d h dth t th i t h l d h d

Delta in check, extension of capital curfewDelta in check, extension of capital curfew
unlikely: Chheunlikely: Chhe

The Phnom Penh Municipal Administration hasThe Phnom Penh Municipal Administration has
no plans to extend its nighttime curfew as theno plans to extend its nighttime curfew as the
Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 – the pathogen thatDelta variant of SARS-CoV-2 – the pathogen that
causes Covid-19 – is now largely under control andcauses Covid-19 – is now largely under control and
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that the variant may have already reachedthat the variant may have already reached
communities and be spreading as some of thecommunities and be spreading as some of the
casescases

new infections are low in number, a senior officialnew infections are low in number, a senior official
said. “In Phnom Penh, the enforcementsaid. “In Phnom Penh, the enforcement

US' Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 vaccinesUS' Johnson & Johnson Covid-19 vaccines
arrivearrive

The first batch of 455,000 doses of the Johnson &The first batch of 455,000 doses of the Johnson &
Johnson Covid-19 vaccine donated by the USJohnson Covid-19 vaccine donated by the US
touched down in Phnom Penh on the morning oftouched down in Phnom Penh on the morning of
July 30. They are part of the total 1,060,100 dosesJuly 30. They are part of the total 1,060,100 doses
the US has pledged to provide to Cambodiathe US has pledged to provide to Cambodia
through the World Health Organisation-led (through the World Health Organisation-led (

AZ Covid shot to be used as booster forAZ Covid shot to be used as booster for
China jabsChina jabs

Prime Minister Hun Sen has decided to use thePrime Minister Hun Sen has decided to use the
AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccines as the boosterAstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccines as the booster
dose for the Chinese-manufactured Sinopharmdose for the Chinese-manufactured Sinopharm
and Sinonac vaccines, while the US-donatedand Sinonac vaccines, while the US-donated
Johnson & Johnson vaccines will be used forJohnson & Johnson vaccines will be used for
ethnic minority groups and migrant workers.ethnic minority groups and migrant workers.
Speaking at the launch of theSpeaking at the launch of the

Apartment rents in Phnom Penh tumbleApartment rents in Phnom Penh tumble

Rents for serviced apartments in Phnom PenhRents for serviced apartments in Phnom Penh
were on a steady decline in the first half of thiswere on a steady decline in the first half of this
year, as the presence of foreigners in the Kingdomyear, as the presence of foreigners in the Kingdom
remains limited, amid a deepening coronavirusremains limited, amid a deepening coronavirus
pandemic, according to a new real estate report.pandemic, according to a new real estate report.
CBRE Cambodia, the localCBRE Cambodia, the local

Hun Sen: No triple-shot of AstraZenecaHun Sen: No triple-shot of AstraZeneca
Covid jabCovid jab

Prime Minister Hun Sen has reminded civilPrime Minister Hun Sen has reminded civil
servants and government officials as well as theservants and government officials as well as the
general public who have already received first andgeneral public who have already received first and
second doses of the AstraZeneca vaccines thatsecond doses of the AstraZeneca vaccines that
they should not use that vaccine again for theirthey should not use that vaccine again for their
third, booster shot. Cambodia is startingthird, booster shot. Cambodia is starting
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